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Enhanced Durability
Changing environmental conditions requires a highly durable product to enhance the lifespan of both roofing and cladding
installations. Consequently, the Colorplus® Ultima product has been developed to offer high durability for aggressive corrosive conditions that
exist in harsh marine or industrial environments.
Colorplus® Ultima comprises an increased Aluminium Zinc coating (AZ 200 g/m²) base with a durable modified polyester paint system.
This technologically advanced combination increases the lifespan of the roofing products where high ocean spray conditions exist or in
high pollutant industrial environments. The Aluminium component of the coating provides a tough physical barrier between the extreme
atmospheric conditions and the inner core of steel. For added protection the bottom surface is coated with a high corrosion protective primer
to repel the adverse effects of salt buildup and protect against harsh industrial elements.
Other customised advanced paint systems are available for specific building applications.

Cross Section of
Colorplus® Ultima

Top Coat 20µm*

*Nominal coating thickness

Corrosion Inhibitive Primer 5µm* (Top)
Pre-treatment
AZ 200 Zincal® Coated Base
Pre-treatment
Corrosion Inhibitive Primer 5µm* (Bottom)
Backing Coat - Cool Grey 7µm*

Guideline for Product Selection
Zone C1-C2

Zone C3

Zone C4

Zone C5

Urban, rural, low levels of airborne
pollution

Light industrial, average marine
corrosion

Large commercial, medium
industrial or high marine
corrosion

Heavy industrial or severe marine
zones

40km or more from the splash zone

1 - 40km from the splash zone

400m to 1km from the splash zone

100m to 400m from the splash zone

AZ 200

Cut edges to be sealed

*Zone classification C1-C5 as per SANS 9223 and SANS 10400L
• All Safal Steel Prime material is branded on the backing coat - insist on Safal Steel material
• For any technical queries please contact Safal Steel and ask for the representative in your area
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Our World-Class Coated Steel
is Building Africa with Pride
Safal Steel is the sole manufacturer of Aluminium-Zinc coated steel coils in Southern Africa. The
coating on our steel is one of the most widely used alloys worldwide to deliver extended service life
to steel, and offers excellent thermal efficiency. Our metallic finish material is sold as Zincal® and
our factory pre-painted Zincal® is sold as Colorplus® and Optima®.
Safal Steel supplies a world-class product, made with South African talent, to local and global
markets. Our manufacturing processes are also amongst the greenest of any steel producers in Africa
- air emissions and water usage are minimised, and up to 95% of all waste produced (including steel)
is recycled. And the factory in KwaZulu-Natal brings new skills and employment to the local area.
These are just some of the ways in which we are Building Africa with Pride.
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